
No Crushed Ice

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Adjective

10. Noun

11. Adjective

12. Verb

13. Noun

14. Noun

15. Verb - Present Tense

16. Verb - Present Tense

17. Noun

18. Adverb

19. Noun

20. Adjective

21. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

22. Adjective

23. Verb
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24. Noun

25. Adjective

26. Adjective

27. Adjective

28. Noun - Plural

29. Adjective



No Crushed Ice

There once was a Noun who's ice maker stopped making crushed ice. The refridgerator was only a

Noun Adjective . "How could this be", thought the customer. In her Noun , she

frantically begins to search for a Noun to call for help. First, she checks her Noun

Noun with no luck. Next, she begins to look on the Noun itself, to no avail. Becoming more

Adjective , she goes online to find a Noun finally. With an Adjective smile on her face,

she proceeds to Verb to her Noun to call. The encouraging Noun begins to fade as

she is Verb - Present Tense and Verb - Present Tense and holding for the next Noun . When

someone finally says, "Thank you for calling", she begins to speak Adverb . After telling her story, the

representative informs the customer that she is in the wrong Noun and starts to transfer her over to the

right one. Meanwhile, the customer is starting to become very Adjective . It's not too long before another

representative answers the phone. She Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present for being so upset and begins to tell her

story yet again. The very Adjective and concerned representative begins to Verb her issue. The

customer's Noun starts to show the Adjective smile that had faded to a an Adjective

grimace. With upmost delight, the customer is so Adjective that she request to give this respresentative

Noun - Plural for such a wonderful job. With in a few days, the customer is now enjoying her

Adjective ice with a smile.
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